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[2016-New GreatExam 2016 100% Real C_HANAIMP151 Exam Questions
Guaranteed From SAP Official (41-50)
2016 June SAP Official New Released C_HANAIMP151 Q&As in GreatExam.com! 100% Free Download! 100% Pass
Guaranteed! How to 100% pass C_HANAIMP151 exam? GreatExam provides the guaranteed C_HANAIMP151 exam preparation
material to boost up your confidence in C_HANAIMP151 exam. Successful candidates have provided their reviews about our
C_HANAIMP151 dumps. Now GreatExam supplying the new version of C_HANAIMP151 VCE and PDF dumps. We ensure our
C_HANAIMP151 exam questions are the most complete and authoritative compared with others', which will ensure your
C_HANAIMP151 exam pass. Following questions and answers are all new published by SAP Official Exam Center: (The full
version is in the end of the article!!!) QUESTION 41How can you restrict SAP HANA modeling users from viewing sensitive data?
A. Use scrambled source data.B. Remove SAP_DATA_ADMIN in the SQL privileges for the modeling users.C. Use the
pre-delivered MODELER role.D. Remove ALTER SYSTEM in the system privileges for the modeling users.Answer: A
QUESTION 42When working with your data models, which of the following do you use to get detailed information about tables,
number of rows, and partitioning? A. Performance analysis modeB. Catalog node of your systemC. Visualize planD. Explain
plan Answer: AB QUESTION 43You would like to authorize a user to see data in an analytic view only for company code 1000 and
fiscal year 2000 or for company code 1005 and fiscal year 2005.Which of the following achieves this requirement? A. One
analytic privilege. the combination of company code = 1000 and fiscal year = 2000, and the combination of company code = 1005
and fiscal year = 2005B. One analytic privilege: company code = 1000, fiscal year = 2000 One analytic privilege: company code =
1005, fiscal year = 2005C. One analytic privilege: company codes = 1000 and 1005, and fiscal years = 2000 andD. One analytic
privilege: company codes = 1000 and 1005 One analytic privilege: fiscal years = 2000 and 2005 Answer: B QUESTION 44What are
advantages of implementing SAP HANA using an SAP rapid-deployment solution over a traditional implementation project? A.
Fixed-scope implementationB. No need for consultantsC. Lower riskD. Pre-configured contentE. Customized content
Answer: ACD QUESTION 45Which of the following are required to build a SQLScript calculation view? A. Define a data
foundation.B. Define a measure.C. Set the MultiDimensional Reporting property to false.D. Add columns to the var_out output
parameter. Answer: BD QUESTION 46What are characteristics of a constraint filter? A. It is defined during the design time on a
table.B. It is applied on a table before the query execution.C. It is applied on the result set of an SQL query.D. It is defined
during the runtime in the SQL query. Answer: AB QUESTION 47What type of calculation would you create to ensure the fastest
calculation performance? A. A report variable in an SAP BusinessObjects reporting clientB. A calculated column in an SAP
HANA information modelC. An input parameter in an SAP HANA information modelD. An calculated measure in an SAP
BusinessObjects universe Answer: B QUESTION 48A calculation view that joins one fact table with dimension tables performs
slowly.Which of the following can you do to improve performance? A. Turn the calculation view into an analytic view.B. Turn
the calculation view into a simple calculation view.C. Load the calculation view into memory.D. Load the calculation view into
the _SYS_BI schema. Answer: A QUESTION 49Which view need be considered in development for read operations on mass data
required? A. AnalyticB. AttributeC. CalculationD. Analytic / Calculation Answer: A QUESTION 50Two attribute views in
the same analytic view contain the same column name (ID from attribute view Customer and ID from attribute view Product). In the
output, the system automatically renamed one column to ID_1.Which of the following can you do to indicate that ID_1 originated
from attribute view Product? A. Update the alias in the properties of ID_1.B. Change the label of ID_1.C. Create a restricted
column with a different name based on ID_1.D. Create a derived attribute view with an alias for ID_1. Answer: A All the
C_HANAIMP151 braindumps are updated. Get a complete hold of C_HANAIMP151 PDF dumps and C_HANAIMP151 practice
test with free VCE player through GreatExam and boost up your skills. 2016 SAP C_HANAIMP151 exam dumps (All 308 Q&As)
from GreatExam: http://www.greatexam.com/c-hanaimp151-exam-questions.html [100% Exam Pass Guaranteed!!!]
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